Here, x(n1,n2) is the pixel values in space domain. C(.) are coefficients and cosine terms represents transform. Note that unlike the DFT, where the highest frequencies occur near (N/2, N/2), the highest frequencies of the DCT occur at the highest indices     
and this holds true for arbitrary values of the parameter  .
Additive Interpolation-Error Expansion
Additive interpolation error expansion is proposed by L. Luo [10] . In this method which interpolation technique is used, to estimate the interpolation values of pixels. This strategy works by speculating a surrounding pixel value. So, now we get the interpolation-errors (ε) through the equation ' yy   (4) This is a powerful technique for data embedding, moreover, lesser the error more data embedding is possible. Lesser error mans better PSNR and SSIM and thus more space for data embedding.
The equation stated here, we have the parameter ' y representing the interpolation values of pixels y . First of all, interpolation-errors histogram is plotted. Histogram plot is a method in which distribution of intensity is shown with respect to indexing. Let us consider that left peak (LP) and right peak (RP) define the two peak points of interpolationerrors histogram and we can define it as In the equation 5, the parameter hist (ε) is used to represents the event with interpolation-error is equal to ε and E is the interpolation-error set. Considering LP<RP. We can group the interpolation errors into the below given two classes. These are 1) Right interpolation-errors (RE): where interpolation error ε satisfies
2) Left interpolation-errors (LE): where interpolation-error ε satisfies
The equation given below defines additive interpolation-error expansion
In the above equation, '  represent the expanded interpolation-error, b is the bit to be embedded, and sgn(.) is a signum function and defined as
The parameters left minimum (LM) and right minimum (RM) in the equation 6 could be defined as follows
By and large it has been discovered that LP is an integer of very little measure and more often than not it is 0, comparably LM is an integer with smaller values, and it does not have any interpolation-error, it fulfils ε= LM. Likewise, for the most of the times, RP is equivalent to 1 and RM is a bigger integer without any interpolation-error fulfilling ε= RM. In the system of extraction, the similar interpolation calculation could be applied; it is conceivable to have the past interpolation values and ' y the interpolation-errors with the help of the equation given below 
With the end goal of the recovery of real interpolation-errors, we can make use of the inverse function of additive interpolation-error expansion and hence we get,
At last, the original pixels can be restored by ' yy  (13) 
Reversible Data Hiding in Encrypted Images
Few years before, an RDH procedure was introduced in which before making the encryption, the room is kept reserved and which is observed to be superior to earlier works by [11] . In this segment, similar method is explained point by point and modifications are recommended to have some additional enhancement in the outcomes.
Generation of Encrypted Image
A RDH process comprises of three parts: image partition, second one is self-reversible embedding and the third one is picture encryption. At first, step of image segment makes the division of information picture into two segments A and B and; after this, the LSBs of A are reversibly inserted into B using RDH algorithm. At last, encrypt the modified picture to create its final form. . A crucial perspective now is that all blocks are covered by before as well as sub-successive blocks with the rows. A function for each piece is required to be defined with the end goal of estimation of its first-order smoothness which is nothing but the difference between current pixels and average of surrounding pixels.
Here, the function f check the difference in the pixel values from its surrounding pixels in 0 0 , 90 0 , 180 0 and 270 0 . This operation is performed for all the pixels expect boundary pixels. For complete smooth surface f is zero. Higher value of estimate f implies that the concerned block has complex textures. The content owner, consequently, picks the particular block with the highest f to be A, and embed it to the image front of the connected by the rest of the part B with smaller finished zones, as outlined in Figure 1 .
Self-Reversible Embedding
In this method first image is divided into two portion A and B, and on these portion following operations are performed. First of LSB of A is inserted into plane B using RDH process as in below step 1:
In partition B black and white pixels are defined as
Here, all white pixels could be estimated, , ij B with the help of interpolation value gained through the four black pixels that surrounds it as illustrated in the below equation
In this equation, the parameter weights i W , 14 i  is estimated via the method defined in [10] . In the previous work, interpolation pixels at 0 0 and 90 0 are considered.
Fig. 2-Estimation of center pixel through surrounding pixels
Let us have a 3×3 part of an image as shown in Figure 2 . The pixel value of this image changes from P (1, 1) to P (3, 3) , at that point, we get the mean value with the help of the pixel values of the pixels at 0 0 and 90 0 respectively. Suppose we have to evaluate  (2,2) yP , with assessed value ŷ . The mean value of surrounding pixel of x, at 0 and 90 degrees is
Defining average value in 0 and 90 degrees respectively as
The variances in 0 and 90-degree directions are 
The weight in 0 and 90-degree direction is given by 
and while later a certain measure of data could be embedded into the estimating error structure with histogram shift. We will detail all this in the following sections. At that point, moving ahead, we can make the estimation of the black pixels could be done with the help of surrounding white pixels. These pixels might be already modified. Completing this, some other estimating error sequence which can facilitate accommodation to the messages as well is generated. Additionally, we can in the same manner execute multilayer embedding design with the thought of the altered B as "original" one at the point of process it is needed. At last, the result is with the end purpose to exploit each pixel of B, two having the measurement of error sequences are created for planting the messages in each of the single-layer embedding techniques. On each error sequence we can add data with the help of Histogram shift. Make the division of the Histogram in two sections L and R and look for highest peaks in each part of LP and RP. Normally, LP = -1 and RP = 0. Next, we search for zero in each part and define as LM, RM respectively. Keeping in mind the end goal to embed messages into places alongside an evaluating error which is equal to RM, move every error value amongst RP+1 and RM-1 with one stage to right, at that point, the bit 0 is represented by RP and the bit 1 with RP+1. The manner of embedding in the left part is same except for that the direction of moving is left, and the move is recognized by subtracting 1 from the relating pixel values. If after sufficient level of embedding, some part of the message is still left, then a part of error sequence with enough peak points can be selected we call them proper points and denoted by LPP and RPP.
Image Encryption
After making the adjustment of the self-embedded image, denoted by the parameter Y, is created, we can influence the encryption of Y to develop to the encrypted image, demonstrated by E. With the assistance of a stream cipher, the encryption form of Y is viably obtained. To influence it all the more clear, let us have a gray value that ranges from 0 to 255 could be spoken to by methods for 8 bits, 
The encrypted bits , () ij Ek can be estimated by means of exclusive-or operation.
The parameter used in the above equation
Ck is developed with the help of a standard stream cipher discovered by the encryption key.
Decrypted Image Generation
Keeping in mind the end goal to build up the marked decoded picture
Y which is develop of A and B , the owner of the content ought to take after the below given steps.
1. By making use of the encryption key, the owner completes the process of decrypting the image excluding the LSB-planes of E A . Now, we can make the calculation of the decrypted form of E containing the embedded data
In the given equations, the parameters Y is undefined to changed Y except for LSB-planes of A. In the interim, it keeps up perceptual straightforwardness in contrast with the real image C. Likewise, especially the distortion is suggested by methods for two distinct ways: the implanting strategy by altering the LSB-planes of A and self-reversible embedding methodology by inserting LSB planes of A into B. The beginning step distortion is very overseen by means of misusing the LSB-planes of only A and the following section can provide benefit from sensational execution of current RDH systems.
Image Restoration and Data Extraction
Presently, after the development of the marked decoded image, the owner of the content can also make the data extraction and influences the recovery of real image. The system is more or less similar to that of common RDH strategies [12] and [13] .
The steps shown below explain the specific steps
Make the Recording and decryption of the LSB-planes of ''
A as per the data hiding key; extract the data till reach the end label. B and take following steps.
Using the marginal area LSB of

If value of
Rb is 0, this implies that none of the black pixels involved in embedding procedure move to Step 5. In the case of extracted bits are form marginal area and they are LSBs of pixels, restore them without making any delay.
4.
Make the calculation of estimating errors 
' , ij of the white pixels , ij B , and extract embedded bits and carry out the recovery of white pixels in the similar manner as in Step 4. In the event of the extracted bits are LSBs of pixels in marginal zone, restore them at once.
Repeat Step 2 to
Step, to 5, Y-1 times on
B and merge each extracted bit to develop LSB-planes of A. This should be continued till we recover B perfectly.
Marked LSB-planes of ''
A should be replaced with its original bits extracted from '' B in order to recover cover image C.
Proposed Interpolation Method
In the proposed interpolation method, we consider the all 8 pixels which surround central pixel in evaluating interpolated value. In evaluating mean all 8 pixels values are considered, in the proposed method, we have considered zonal values not any particular direction pixel values. For this let us have an image 3×3 part. The pixel value of this image changes from P (1, 1) to P (3, 3) ; at that point, we get the mean value with the help of the pixel values of the pixels in zone I and zone II respectively. The division of zones is shown in Figure 4 . Suppose we have to evaluate  (2,2) yP , with assessed valueŷ . The further process is same as above.
Evaluation Parameters
PSNR could be defined as a measure of image quality and could be rewritten as
In the above equation, the parameter MSE is an estimate of pixel difference in real and watermarked image. SSIM is a method which measures the adjustment in luminance, contrast, and image structure. Average pixel intensity used to model luminance, variance between the reference and distorted image is used to model contrast; the cross-correlation between the two images is used for structural similarity.
The parameters 
Results
This chapter discusses the results obtained through simulation process. In the simulation six images 'Airplane', 'Baboon', 'Barbara', 'Boat', 'Lenna' and 'Peppers' in pgm format is considered. The file format known as "plain pgm", which stands for "Portable Greymap", is a text-based image format for greyscale images. Each image is of size 512×512 and of 257KB. To further analyze the images, baboon results are redrawn for earlier method [11] at (Bit Per Pixel) BPP of 0.05 and 0.5. Thus, embedding capacity has been increased ten times, but PSNR reduces from 50.49 dB to 29.89 dB while SSIM varies from 0.9988 to 0.9005. Thus, it can be inferred that PSNR and SSIM shows same trends. In Table 1 and 2, results are shown for PSNR and SSIM under different BPP under proposed interpolation technique. It is clear from the table that as BPP increases, the PSNR decreases. In among all the image PSNR value of airplane is comparatively better. However, the result for Baboon is poorest among these six images. Table 2 , results for proposed RDH process is shown in which SSIM values are detailed. Again, here as the BPP increases, the SSIM value decreases. Comparing the results at 0.125 BPP, best SSIM is 0.9969 which is for Airplane and Barbara images, PSNR for Barbara image 49.74 dB and PSNR for airplane is 52.39 dB. Similar trends in other images at different BPP is also shown, where SSIM is better in even in lesser PSNR. The boundary map for each of six images at different BPP is detailed in Table 3 .
In general, DCT is used for the compression of images. DCT is a kind of lossy compression technique where minute finer details are sacrificed. The main advantages of DCT are concentration of energy in low frequency components and also reduction in blocking artifacts. It is also noticeable that, the quality of image also depends on camera and how picture is taken. To judge the quality of image SSIM is an excellent parameter with maximum value of 1. Therefore, using DCT image can be compressed and redundant information can be removed. In this work we have compressed image until unless SSIM remain 1, this condition makes sure that all the important information is intact. In DCT only 20 low frequency components are used and size of reduced images is 29 kB (minimum) for Airplane and 52 kB (maximum) for Baboon image. For example, boat image is considered, and its histogram is shown in Figure 6 (a) it can be visualized that spikes and gaps are seen with two peaks; therefore, image consists of two distinctive parts that are clearly visible. In Figure 6 (b) histogram of DCT compressed image is shown, where important peaks and other parts are intact but gaps and peaks are removed. Therefore, better embedding, PSNR and SSIM are possible in DCT based compressed image. Baboon  25  57  100  196  512  1480  Barbara  0  0  0  0  0  0  Boat  0  0  0  0  0  8  Lenna  0  0  0  0  0  0  Peppers  341  661  1153  2158 4915  11036 In Tables 4 to 6 results are again shown for PSNR, SSIM and boundary map at different BPP for six images is shown under proposed interpolation technique + DCT. Comparing, Tables 1 to 3 with tables 4 to 6 respectively; it has been found that results obtained with proposed approach +DCT are much better in comparison to proposed interpolation technique results. In Figure 7 the comparison of PSNR vs. BPP for Airplane image is shown. Results are compared with Kede Ma et.al, work [11] . It is clear from the figure a significant improvement in PSNR is observed. It is also noticeable that the improvement in PSNR is around 6 dB at the BPP of 0.5. The gap in PSNR increases, form lower BPP to higher BPP, which is desirable. In Figure 8 , SSIM vs. BPP is detailed. Again, here the SSIM using proposed method is much superior in comparison to earlier results. As BPP increases the difference in SSIM also increases. The SSIM at the BPP of 0.5 is 0.9836 as compared to 0.95 in previous results. Same results for Baboon image is shown in Figures 9 and 10 . Similar trends are again observed. In earlier method Kede Ma et.al. [11] maximum permissible bpp is 0.5, while in our case achievable bpp is 0.75. To make comparison easier, in Figure 11 bar graph is shown for PSNR vs. BPP; it is clear from the figure the performance of airplane image is best. In Figure 12 , SSIM bar graph is shown and it has been found that SSIM is best for Boat image. 
Conclusions
In this work, a novel reversible data hiding scheme for encrypted image with a low complexity is proposed, which consists of image encryption, data embedding and data extraction/image-recovery phases. The process is based on the estimation error of actual and estimated pixel values. Then histogram shifting is applied to embed data, and finally results are obtained in terms of PSNR, SSIM and Boundary map. This paper discusses the results for existing and proposed method. It has been found that with the proposed methods, the PSNR improvement is seen which is higher at higher BPP. It is also found that PSNR is not a very accurate measure for image quality assessment, and SSIM values should also be considered, sometime which is found to higher even in case of lower PSNR. From results it can be concluded that, proposed interpolation method found to be effective in comparison to older method. Moreover, DCT based efficient compression while maintain SSIM to 1, further improvements in results are observed.
